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Abstract. We show that some open problems concerning comparative schematology and logics 
of programs are equivalent to open problems in complexity theory. In particular, we show that 
PSPACE = FVIME holds if and only if flow-diagrams with arrays are of the same computational 
power as recursive procedures. Both conditions are equivalent to the statement that programming 
logics based on the mentioned classes of program schemes have equal expressive power. A similar 
characterization is given for some other equalities between complexity classes. 
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Introduction 
The motivation for this paper is to compare two classes of program schemes: 
nondeterministic flow-diagrams with one push-down store, F S,, and nondeter- 
ministic flow-diagrams with arrays, e index 0 denotes the signature 
(similarity type), i.e., a finite list of fu relation symbols used by program 
schemes. The classes of deterministic program schem 
spectively. It should be stressed that our 
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function variables, disjoint from o, with two obvious kinds of array assignments (to 
an array, and from an array). The reader may find these kinds of array assignments 
in Harel’s book [7]. However, the essential difference between array assignments 
in FDA-programs and those in [7] is that the latter may change graphs of U- 
operations, while the former are used to access the auxiliary memory of a program. 
FDA-programs in the form presented in this paper were introduced by Tiuryn in 
[ 131. Since arrays of FDA-programs are interpreted as finite partial functions, initially 
empty, it follows that the halting problem for FDA-programs over finite interpreta- 
tions is decidable. This property shows a large gap between our arrays and arrays 
studied in coptipara& =F vrihii;ic;ivrv~~ \+i l nm*+_*t_rr_*rr IAP rAl?. *LA l-cc-- *-e ..a-:-m _A Lq j/, rii~ P~QLIGI aa6 UDLIIE ,,unnegative 
integers as indexes, which makes the halting problem undecidable. 
We also study logics of programs built over the above mentioned classes of 
program schemes. Comparing expressive power of logics of programs may be viewed 
as a refinement of comparative schematology in the following sense. If a class of 
program schemes K1 is translatable into K2 (this will be denoted K1 6 &), then 
the logic of programs over K, (to be denoted L(Q) is reducible to L(&), 
L( K,) < L( K2). Therefore, if K, and K2 are computationally equivalent, then L( K,) 
and L( K2) are logically equivalent (we denote it L( K1) = L( K,)), but the converse 
is, in general, not true. The situation can be best illustrated when we discuss the 
role of nondeterminism in logics of programs. For all reasonable classes of nondeter- 
ministic program schemes, the subclass of all deterministic programs is never of the 
same computational power as the whole class. The reason is simple: no deterministic 
program can compute a relation which is not a partial function. The situation may 
change however, if we pass to logics of programs. It has been shown by Meyer and 
Tiuryn [9] that, for any universal class _K of nondeterministic programs, tht logic 
of this class is equivalent o the logic of all deterministic programs in K. On the 
other hand, the situation for (deterministic) flow-diagrams (D)FD looks different. 
It has been proved by Berman, Halpem and Tiuryn [2], and independently by 
Stolboushkin and Taitslin [ 111, that t( FD) is strictly more expressive than the logic 
of deterministic flow-diagrams L(DFD). (This is also proved in 1151.) The proof 
holds for a signature containing two unary function symbols. As we shall state in 
our conclusion (Section 6), the truth of the latter statement for a signature containing 
only one unary function symbol is equivalent o DSPKE( n) # NSPACE( PI). 
In this paper we apply some results of complexity theory to logics of programs 
and to comparative schematology. This is done by coding finite Herbrand interpreta- 
tions by means of finite words over (0, l}, and by considering spectra of formulas, 
erbrand interpretations for which a given formula is true. 
of this paper are the following. (A signature u is called poor 
iff it contains no relation symbols and only one function symbol-of arity 1. 
Otherwise 0 is called rich, provided it contains at least one function symbol of 
positive arity.) 
( r eve 
( r every stgnature 0, FDA,) = L(FDA, j. 
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(C) The following are equivalent: 
(C.l) PTIME = PSPACE; 
(C.2) for every u, (D)FDS, = (D)FDA,; 
(C.3) for every a, L((D)FDS,)= L((D)FD 
(C.4) statements (C.2) and (6.3) existentially quantified over rich CR 
(D) The following are equivalent: 
(D.l) ~{DTIME(c”): c> 0) =U{DSPACE(C”): c> 0); 
(D.2) for every poor CT, (D)FDS, = (D)FDA,; 
(D.3) for every poor a, L((D)FDS,) = L((D)FDA,); 
(D.4) statements (D.2) and (D.3) existentially quantified over poor IP. 
Thus, proving that arrays are better than one push-down store for one rich signature 
proves that this holds for all signatures, and it is as difficult as proving PTIME # 
PSPACE. Similarly, proving the same for poor signatures is as difficult as proving 
(D.l). 
Methods similar to those used for proving the above results may be also applied 
to other classes of program schemes, e.g., flow-diagrams. This application provides, 
among other results, necessary and sufficient conditions for the open questions: 
DsPACE(log n) 1 NSPAcE(lOg II), 
DSPACE( n) 2 NSPACE( n), NSPAcE(log n) & PRIME. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we shall introduce various classes 
of program schemes, and show some relations between them. We shall also introduce 
the notion of the logic of programs over a given class of program schemes. Section 
2 contains notions of a spectrum of a set of formulas, and coding and decoding of 
finite Herbrand interpretations. In Section 3 we shall study the behaviour of FDA- 
and FDS-programs over finite interpretations. Precise complexity of spectra for 
these classes is given. Section 4 contains proofs of our main results, except of those 
marked (D). Poor signatures will be considered in Section 5, where we shall introduce 
a different coding of finite Herbrand structures with one unary operation. Section 
6 is devoted to extending our approach for flak diagrams, and the two Appendices, 
A and B, contain some technical definitions, removed from the main text for clarity. 
1. Program schemes, logics of programs 
Throughout the paper, 0 denotes a finite signature, i.e., a finite sequence of 
function and relation symbols, each equipped with nonnegative arity. Nullary 
function symbols are called constants. e assume that v is aiways nontrivial, i.e., 
it contains at least one nonconstant function symbol, and that the equality symbol 
= does not occur in a. Signatures are to two classes: poor signatures are 
those containing only one unary func ber of constants, and 
no other function or predicate symbol 
poor. 
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A a-structure A is a set A together with an interpretation of every function 
(relation) symbol in u as a function (relation) in A, of an appropriate arity. A 
o-interpretation is a pair (A, a) where (I is a finite sequence of elements of the 
a-structure A. 
X={Xl,x~,..* } denotes the set of individual variables. A valuation in A is a 
mapping v : X + A. AX denotes the set of all valuations in A. 
efinition. How-diagrams over CT are elements of the least class FD, containing 
expressions of the following form: 
Xi:=f(Xi,, l l l 3 Xi,,), f is an n-ary function symbol in o; 
xi := xj; 
dummy; 
abort; 
and closed under the following constructs: 
- composition, denoted “ ; “; 
- if...tben . . . else, with tests being Boolean combinations of formulas of the form 
dxil,---s xi,), where r is an n-ary relation symbol in a, or of the form Xi = Xi; 
- wlhile.. . do, with tests as above; 
- nondeterministic choice, denoted “ . . . or. . . “. 
A flow-diagram SE FD, is called deterministic ff “or” does not appear in S. 
DFD, denotes the class of all deterministic flow-diagrams over CT. 
Given a ~-structure A, any SE FD, defines a binary input/output relation 
S’r AX x Ax. The formal definition of SA is given in Appendix A. 
efiaition. Flow-diagrams with counters over a, FDC,, are flow-diagrams 
equipped with additional variables cl, c2, . . . , called counters. They -*ange over N, 
the set of nonnegative integers. The following assignments and tests can be performed 
on counters: 
(assignments) Ci := q, (tests) Ci = 0 ? 
Ci :=Cj+l, 
Ci := 0, 
The semantics of FDC-programs  ould be obvious. An explanation can be found 
in Appendix A. 
3. How-diagrams with one stack, FDS,, are flow-diagrams equipped 
with one push-down store s to store contents of registers. Instructions to operate 
on the qtore are the following: 
- push(xi): “place the content of x; on the top of the stack”; 
- Xi := pop: “remove the top of e stack and assign it to xi”, (if the stack is empty, 
then this instruction is ignore 
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In any o-structure A, each FDS-program defines a binary input/output relation S* 
(see Appendix A). The push-down store is used by flow-diagrams as an auxiliary 
space to store intermediate values. 
Forn>O,letF,={&&... } be a set of n-ary function variables, disjoint from 
u. Elements of F, are called n-ary arrays. 
1.4. Definition. Flow-diagrams with arrays, FDA,, are flow-diagrams equipped with 
arrays (function variables Q y, n, i > 0). Arrays range over the set of all finite partial 
functions in the domain of interpretation. Instructions to cooperate with arrays are 
the following: 
- Xi := Qy(X,, l l l 3 Xi,): “assign to Xi the value of Q; at the vector of arguments 
determined by the contents of registers Xi,, . . . , Xi,,” (if the value is undefined then 
this instruction is ignored); 
- QF(Xi,, l l l ,Xi"):=Xi: “make the content of Xi to be the value of QJ at the vector 
of arguments determined by the contents of registers Xi,, . . . . Xi”“. 
We describe the semantics of the array statements more formally in Appendix A. 
Observe that arrays are used as an auxiliary space. 
Arrays in the form presented here were introduced in [ 133. Our FDA dicers from 
the class of regular programs with array assignments (cf. [7]) in separating names 
of arrays from the signature CT. Regular programs with array assignments are able 
to change graphs of o-operations since names for arrays are at the same time 
function symbols from the signature. ‘Ibis implicitly changes the meaning of tests 
making it more difficult to understand programs. Since arrays in FDA are separated 
from a, they are just used as explicit place holders. In particular, FDA-programs 
are unable to change the algebraic part of the interpretation. 
The difference between FDA-programs and program schemes with arrays, PA, 
introduced in [4] is that arrays in the former class use as indexes elements of the 
domain of interpretation, while indexes in arrays of [4] are nonnegative integers. 
This makes the halting problem for FDA-programs over finite interpretations 
decidable, and undecidable for &-programs. 
The reader can easily make combinations of the features introduced above. Thus, 
for example, FDCS is the class of flow-charts with counters and one push-down store. 
If K is any class of program schemes introduced above, then DK denotes the 
class of all deterministic K-program schemes, i.e., K-program schemes not contain- 
ing the nondeterministic hoice construct or. 
. Now we introduce an important concept of translatability of one 
class of program schemes into another. 
over the same signature (3: K1 is said to ranslatuble in to & , 
1 there exists a Q E 
variables which occur in S, then, for every a-structure 
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(1) (I?* d)E sA iff there exist u, U’E AX such that urVar(S) = vrVar(S), 
u’fVar(S) = v’rVar(S), and (u, u’) E QA. 
Programs atisfying (1) are called equivalent. The restriction of valuations in (1) to 
the set of variables occurring in S is in general necessary-it allows Q to use some 
extra variables to simulate S correctly in all interpretations. 
We write K1 < K2 to indicate that K, s K2 and K& K, . K, = K2 denotes 
equivalence of classes K1 and K2, i.e., K, s K2 and K2 s K1. 
Unlike in most papers on comparative schematology, we assume that our program 
schemes can always test for equality between individual variables. 
It follows from results in [ 1,4] that flow-diagrams equipped with one stack form 
a class that is computationally equivalent o recursive procedures with parameters. 
It also follows from the classical results due to [d, IO] that recursive procedures 
with parameters have strictly more computational power than flow-diagrams. A 
word of caution is necessary here. The pebbling argument discovered in [6, lo] 
works well only for polyadic signatures, i.e., for signatures containing at least one 
function symbol of arity at least 2. The result DFD, c DFDS, has been extended 
in [IS] (implicitly in [2,1 l]), with a different argument, for monadic signatures 
containing at least two function symbols. Unfortunately, it is not known whether 
the above holds for nondeterministic flow-diagrams. The question whether DFDS, 
is stronger than DFD, for a signature containing only one monadic function symbol 
is also open, and it follows from the methods worked out in this paper that it is 
equivalent to DSPACE(lOg n) # PTIME, or to DSPACE( PI) # U {DTIME( c”) : c > 0}, 
depending on whether relation symbols are in the signature or not. 
1.6. Definition. We now introduce the notion of a logic of programs for a given 
class of program schemes K. 
Let K be a class of program schemes over a signature u. We assume that K is 
equipped with a binary input/output semantics, i.e., we assume that, for every 
o-structure A and for every S E K, a binary relation SAc AX x AX is defined. 
77~ logic of programs over K, L(K), is the least set of expressions atisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) i=t’andt(t,,..., a) belong to L(K), where t, t’, t, , . . . , tn are a-terms, and 
r E a is an n-ary pre 
(2) if cy, p E L(K), then icy, Q! v p E L(K); 
(3) if SE K, and ar E L(K), then (S)ar E L(K); 
(4) if QI E L(K) and x E X, then 3xcu E L(K). 
any are L(K), veA e truth of Q! in (A, v), denoted 
ally (cf. [S]). On1 nition 1.6(s) requires some 
, v) != (S)a! iff there exists 0’ 
use the abbreviation 
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efioition. It is clear that the truth of a! E L(K) in ( epends on a finite 
part of v. In Appendix B we define a finite set Free(a) c X of all variables which 
are free in ay. For SE K, we set Free(§) = Free(Halt(S)). Var(cv) denotes the set of 
all variables which occur in (Y. 
Let arity(a) be the largest i EN such that Xi E Free(a). We set ari~y(cw) = 0, if 
Free( ar ) = 0. We also define arity( S) = arity( Halt( S)). It is obvious that if crrfty( CU) G 
n, then, for every u-structure A and all v, vk x, if V(Xi) = V’(Xi) for 
then (A, v) I= cu iff (A, v’) I= cy. We may therefore use finite valuations 
(A, a) I= ac means that, for some v E AX extending a, i.e., v(Xi) = ai for i < 
holds. 
1.8. Definition. Let L1, L2 be two languages over signature cr, equipped with seman- 
tics (A, u)C a, where A is a a-structure, v E AX, a E L, u L2. The language L, is 
interpretable in L2, L, G L2 iff for every a! E L1 there exists a p E L2 such that, for 
every u-structure A and valuation v E AX, we have (A, v) l= cy iff (A, v) t= /3. 
L1 and L2 are of equal expressive power, L, = L2, iff LI s L2 and L2 6 LI. L1 is 
strictly weaker than L2, L, c L2, iff L, s L2 and L2 6 L, . 
The following result says that comparing the expressive power of logics of 
programs may be viewed as a refinement of comparative schematology. 
1.9. Proposition. If K, s &, then L(K,)s L(&). 
Proof. Obvious, Cl 
In general, results of the form L( K,) c L( I&) are stronger than results of the forrr 
K, < KS. Using logics of programs, it is possible to investigate reasonably the role 
of nondeterminism in a given class of programs. In general, DK < K holds since 
programs in DK compute partial functions, while programs in K may compute 
relations which are not functions. The situation, however, may change if we pass 
to logics of programs. This can be illustrated by the following results. 
1.10. eorem ([9]). For every a, L(DFDCS,) = L(FDCS,). In addition, for every 
S E FDCScr there is a Q E DFDCS, with i=Halt( S) ++ 
1.11. Theorem ([2, 11, 151). Let u contain two unary function symbols. l%en 
L( DFD,) < L( FD,). 
([13]). For every a, L( 
In this paper we prove that, for every u, g,) a 
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-‘The reader may easily prove that L(FD) has the same expressive power as the 
Dynamic Logic of regular programs DL (cf. [?I), with the restriction that only 
quantifier-free formulas can occur in tests. e( DFD) is equivalent to DDL (Dynamic 
Logic of deterministic regula- T programs), and L(FDCS) is equivalent o r.e.-DL 
(Dynamic Logic of r.e. programs). 
The following result simplifies proofs of reducibility between logics of programs. 
.13. Proposition. Let K be a class of programs containing “dummy” and “abort”, 
and closed under composition and if.. . then . . . else, with open &St-order tests. Let 
SE K be a program scheme such that Var(S) c {x,, . . . , xn} and let ar E L(K). Let 
Zl, . . . , z,, be pairwise different variables from X such that 
1 z19 . . ..z.)A(Var(S)uVar(a))=@. 
Let Q be: 
S;if xl=zln--nxn= z,, then dummy else abort fi. 
l%en QEK, and 
i=(S)a f, 32,. . . 3z,(Malt(Q) n h/x1, . . .s z,/x,)), 
where ar(z, Jx 1 , . . . , z,,/ x,, ) is a result of replacing every occurrence ofxi in a! by zi for 
i=l n. 9-.-9 
Proof. Obvious. q 
1.14. Corollary. Let K, satisfy the assumptions of Roposition 1.13. Then, for every 
class K2 of program schemes, L( K,) G L( K2) iff, for every SE K1, there exists an 
Q! E L( K2) such that, for every u-structure A and every v E AX, (A, v) I= Halt(S) iff 
(A, v)I= cy. 
roof. Obvious. Cl 
1.15. Remark. Whenever we talk about a signature o, we assume that symbols in 
o occur in a fixed order. (Recall that g is a finite sequence.) We also assume that 
all function symbols occur in o earlier than any relation symbol and, moreover, 
that function symbols (relation symbols) which occur earlier have arity not larger 
than those occurring later. Thus, for example, a correct list of symbols of a signature 
for the standard model of arithmetic would be: 0, s, +, 0, G. 
Extending a signature 0 by new constants f, , . . . , fn results in a signature 
dfl , *. . , fn), where the add e d constants occur earlier than any symbol of a. 
Now we are going to introduce the notion of a natural chain, which is a systematic 
listing of elements in a finitely generated structure. The important property of this 
listing is that DFDS-programs can compute it over every a-structure for each U- In 
general, the applicability of our methods depends on whether a programming 
language in question is able to compute the natural chain. 
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Let A be a a-structure. A natural chain in (cf. [ 141) is a partial function 
CA : N + A such that, for k E N, 
1 
J(C&,), l l l 9 CA(&)) if (i i , 1, . l . f in) is the Grst vector (in 
lexicographical order) such that fi: is 
G(k) = 
an n-ary function symbol in a, 
. 
11, l . . , in <k, andJ(C&), . . . , 
CM) e GA(j) : j c kl; 
undefined if there is no such vector. 
Observe that if a has no constants, then the natural chain is empty in every 
a-structure. 
Let A(Z), for a a-structure A and Z E A, denote the least u-substructure of 
containing 2. It is easy to see that CA is infinite iff A(@) is infinite. If A(@) is finite, 
then CA( AT) = A(0). 
Let A be a u-structure and let a E A” for some n EN. A natural chain in ( 
is a natural chain in the expansion A' of A to a a( a)-structure (we assume anatural 
meaning of new constants al,. . . , a,, in A'). 
The next result says that flow-diagrams with a stack or with arrays are capable 
of computing the natural chain in every structure. 
1.16. Proposition. Let u be an arbitrary signature, and let K = DFDS, or DFDA,. 
For every n E N, there exists a program scheme NEXT, E K, with free variables 
Xl9 . . . . Xn+l, such that, for every u-structure A and every a E A”, b E A, 
(A, a, b) I= Halt(NEXT,) i$ b E C~~,,#i). 
Moreover, if b = C (A,4)( k) for some k E N, then NEXT, terminates with the contents 
of %+-I beinS C(A.4) (k + 1) if it is dejned, and b otherwise. 
Proof. In the case of K = DFDS,, the proof can be found in [ 141, although it needs 
small changes because of a slight difference in definitions. Let K = DFDA,. The 
program NEXT, has the following form: 
z:= x,;while Z # Xn+l do compute CHAIN(z); z:= CHAIN(z)od; 
compute CHAIN(z) ; x~+~ := z, 
where CHAIN stands for a unary function variable, and z is an individual variable 
different from x1 , . . . , xn+l. 
For all b, CHAIN(b) is destined to represent he value next to b in the natural 
chain. We informally describe the subroutine “compute CHAIN( 2)“. 
Suppose that the current value of z is bk = CtA,J k). Let bi = CIA,o( i) for is k. 
If chain is the current value of CHAIN, then, for all i < k, we have bi+l = chain( bi). 
Hence, the program can easily enumerate the values b,, . . . , bk. 
For all function symbols f in u(a), enumerated in the fixed order, NEXT, 
generates, in lexicographical order, all tuples (bi, , . . . 9 biP) for iI, . - . , ip s k, p being 
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the arity off: Whenever anew tuple is found, the value u =f( bi, , . . . , bi,,) is computed. 
If r&!&J,..., bk, then u is assigned to CHAIN(z) and the subroutine terminates. 
In case of u E {b,, . . . , bk}, for all f, bi,, . . . , b,,, the resulting value is b. 0 
As a corollary to the above result we obtain the following. 
1.17. Corollary. Let v be an arbitrary signature, and let K = DFDS, or K = DFDA,. 
For every n E N, there xists a program scheme FIN,, E K, with free variables x, , . . . , x,, 
such that, for every o-structure A and every a E A”, (A, a) I= Halt(FIN,) iff the 
substrrrcture of A, generated by a is jinite. 
Proof. Let NEXT,, be the program constructed in the proof of Proposition 1.16. 
Then FIN, can be defined as follows: 
x n+l :=x1 ; y:=Xn+l ; NEXT, ; 
while y # xn+l do y := Xn+l ; NEXT, od, 
where y is a variable not occurring in NEXT,. Cl 
2. Finite interpretations and spectra 
2.1. Definition. Let g be a finite signature and let k E N. Then &, is the set of all 
interpretations (A, a) such that 
(1) A={O,l,..., m - 1}, for some m E N; 
(2) a E Ak, and a generates A; 
(3) C;A,pj( i) = i for all i < m. 
Observe that if (A, a) is an arbitrary finite a-interpretation such that a E Ak 
, a) is isomorphic to an element of H,,. On the other hand, 
any two different interpretations in HSa are not isomorphic. 
Let K be a class of program schemes over V. Let ar E L(K). For 
ensional spectrum of LY, speck (a), as follows: 
T if k c arity( a), then 
- if arity( cy) s k, then 
Next we extend spectr themes. For LG L(K), 
ent: “for every k E N, 
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The next four items are devoted to establishing log-spat computable mappings 
between finite interpretations and binary strings. The special way of our coding 
enables us to develop simple mutual simulations between computations of program 
schemes and Turing machines. 
2.3. Definition (Coding a$nite interpretation). Let , a) E hi,,, for some k E N. We 
havethatA=(O,l,..., m-l}forsomemEN,andt natural ordering s of numbers 
coincides in A with the order defined by the succession in the natural chain. We 
use binary expansions of numbers in A, all of the same length [log2 m 1, A code of 
(A, a) is a word &,(A, a) E (0, l)* which is obtained by concatenation of binary 
expansions of the following values: 
- a19a2,..*,ak; 
- values of the first o-operation; 
. 
. 
- values of the last a-operation; 
- truth values (0 for false, 1 for true) of the first o-relation; 
. 
. 
- truth values of the last a-relation, 
where values of any function (relation) are enumerated for consecutive arguments, 
ordered in the lexicographical order with respect o G. 
The next example illustrates this technique. 
2.4. Example. Let A = ((0, 1,2),x s), where f is a binary operation such that 
f(x, y) = x+y(mod 3) and s is a binary relation of linear order 0 =G 1s 2. Consider 
the interpretation I = (A, (1,l)). The natural chain in I is 1, 2, 0. Then I E! H2,oa 
However, I is isomorphic to I’= (A’, (0, 0)), where A’= ((0, 1,2),f’, s’) is defined 
by the following conditions: 
- f’(x,y)=x+y+l(mod3) for x,y~{O, 1,2}; 
- G’ is a linear order given by 2 s 0 s 1. 
The natural chain in I’ is 0, 1, 2, whence I’E H2,0- The code @2,rr( I’) is 
0 0 1 2 0 2 0 I 0 I 2 110010111 
-m a1 a2 code off’ s 
where 0 stands for 00, I stands for 01, and 2 for 10. The code off’ (of s') is 
obtained from f’ (of s’) as shown in Table 1. 
It should be obvious that, for any I, I’E ,(T, if I Z I’, then @kJI) # @k,a(l’)- It 
is also not difficult to observe that, for any (+ and any k E N, there exist poiynomials 
Table 1 
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p&, pka such that for all (A, a) E H,,, 
I%,&, a)l=&,(m)[log ml+~&(m), 
where m is the number of elements in A. In addition, the function p&J m) [log m I+ 
p&Jm) is strictly increasing in m. For a as in the example, we obtain 
p&J m) = k + m*, pL(m) = m*- 
If a is poor, we have 
pi,_(m)=0 and p&,(m)=k+c+m, 
for some c. 
2.5. Definition. Now we describe an operation of coding, converse to that introduced 
above. Let k E N and let u be any rich signature. Assume that Hk, f Q) (i.e., k > 0 
or u contains at least one constant symbol). For any w E (0, 1)” - @,JH,J 
we define an interpretation Iw = (A, a) E H,,. If 1 WI = n, then A = (0, 1, . . . , n}, 
u = (0,. . . ,O). 
Case 1: o contains a relation symbol. Let r denote the first one, and let f denote 
the first function symbol in o of positive arity. All the relation symbols other than 
r are interpreted in A as empty sets. Similarly, all function symbols, except f; are 
interpreted as functions constantly equal to zero. The interpretation of f and r 
(assume that f is p-ary and r is q-ary) is the following: 
f(i *,...,&)= { 
i,+l(modn+l) ifil=...=ip_,=O; 
0 otherwise; 
true ifi,=-. .=&z 0, iP > 0 and the i,,th 
44 ,...,Q= symbol in w is 1; 
false otherwise. 
Case 2: a has no relation symbol, but there is a function symbol in o of arity 
p 3 2. Let f be the first one. Then we set 
i,+l(modn+l) ifi,=...=i,_,=O; 
f( il, . . ..i.)= 
1 ifi,=l,i,=...=i,_,=O,i,>O 
and the i,th symbol in w is 1; 
0 otherwise. 
All other functions are constantly equal to 0. 
Case 3: CT has no relation symbol and all function symbols in G are at most unary. 
Since u is rich, there are at least two unary function symbols in a-let f denote 
the first, and g the second one. We define f(i) = i + l(mod n + l), and 
g(i) = 
1 if i > 0, and the ith symbol in w is 1; 
0 otherwise; 
assuming the remaining functions to be constantly zero. 
The reader can easily check that, for all we Qk,( ,), the interpretation Iw is 
and that w # w’ implies t at Iw # IwV (in addition, they are nonisomorphic). 
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Finally, for all w E {0,1}* we set 
u;crw = { 
kv 
f&$(w) otherwise. 
This definition is correct, since Gka is one-to-one. 
In this way we have defined two functions: @kc : H,, + (0, l}* and ?Pka :(0, I}* + 
H,,. For J c Hs, and L s (0, l}“, the symbols @$,(J), y;S-,( L) stand for 
{&@(I): I E J} and {V&w): WE L}, 
respectively. If 9 is a set of subsets of &, then @,J$) = {@k,(J): J E 8). 
We have defined !Pkrr only for rich signatures. Unfortunately, this definition 
cannot be extended to poor signatures o that the property “card( ?&,( w)) is 
polynomial in 1 WI” holds. Indeed, for poor a, the number of nonisomorphic interpre- 
tations of a given finite cardinality is polynomially bounded, whereas there are 2” 
words of length n. 
The next result collects some properties of the mappings @,+-, and *Pk,a. They will 
be used later. 
2.6. Proposition. Let k E N and let u be a signature with HkU Z 0. men, 
(i) &,(HkW) is in DSPACE(log n); 
(ii) if u is rich, then Pko 0 &, = idH, ,; 
(iii) if o is rich, then, for every L G {O,‘l}* - @kJ &-,), 
Ls log @k_c7 O %&CT(L) Slog Lo 
Proof. We give the proof for CT consisting of one binary function symbol and one 
binary relation symbol. We omit subscripts k, CT in the proof. 
(i): Let w E (0, 1)“. We describe a computation of an off -line deterministic Turing 
machine M, for input w. 
Step 1: M checks if there is m G Iwl such that Iwl = (k+ m2) [log nz 1+ m2. This 
is done by computing values of (k + m2) [log m 1+ m2, for m = 1, . . . ,I WI using binary 
counters. Observe that there is always at most one m satisfying Iwl = 
(k + m2) [log m 1+ m2. If there is no such m, then A4 rejects the input, otherwise it 
marks [log ml cells on one of its tapes and proceeds to the next step. 
steP 2: Let VI,. . . ) vk, wO,O,. . . 9 WO,m-1 9 %,O, . . . ) ‘%,m-1, w2,0,. . . , W2,m-1,. . . 9 
wm-1.0, l l l ¶ %I-l,m-1 be the first k + m2 blocks of w, each of length [log m 1. 
checks if each vi and wi> represents (in binary) a number not greater than m - 9. If 
so, then M proceeds to the next step, otherwise it rejects the input. 
Step 3: M checks if the first k blocks vl, . . . , vk have the followia~ property: if 
vi represents anumberj > 1, then, for some p < i, vP represents j - 1. 
ally sets i to the greatest number represented by one among 
checks if i + 1 is the value next to i in the natural 
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chain. For this purpose, M generates, in the lexicographical order, all pairs ( il, i2) 
satisfying 0 s il, iz - -E i until it finds that wi,,iz represents a number j greater than i 
If j = i+ 1, then M executes rg- ’ .- j. If j > i + 1, then M immediately stops and rejects 
w. If i # m - 1 and all words Wi,,iz, for il, iz 6 i, represent numbers not exceeding i, 
then M stops and rejects w. 
Step 5: If the loop described above was executed successfully (without a jump 
to the rejecting state) and i = m - 1, then M accepts w. 
It should be clear that M accepts @(H) in space O(log n). 
(ii): This is obvious, by the definition of V? 
(iii): Let f: (0, l}* + (0, 1)” be defined as follows: 
f( ) { 
die V(w) if wE{O, l}*-@(H); 
w = 
A ’ if w E G(H). 
It follows from (i) and from definitions of @ and p that f is computable by a 
log n-transducer (cf. [8]). An easy proof is left to the reader. Since Qi 0 V restricted 
to (0, 1)" - G(H) is one-to-one, and h E! G(H), we have, for every L s (0, 1)” - G(H) 
and every w E (0, l}*, that w E L iff f(w) E @ 0 Y(L). This proves L slog @ 0 P(L). 
For the reduction in the opposite direction, we first describe a log n-transducer 
M’. Let W,E e(H) be any word. Given w E (0, l}*, M’ checks (as in (i)) using 
O(log Iwl) space if w E G(H). If w ti e(H), then M’ outputs w0 and stops. If 
w E Q(H), then M’ computes the cardinality m of the interpretation I whose code 
is w. Let VI, . . . , vk9 wo& . . . , w()m_l be the first k + m blocks of w, of length [log m 1, 
and let a0.0, a~,~, . . . 9 QO,~+ ~1.0,. l . 9 am-l,m-l be the last m* symbols of w. All 
letters in w, except u~,~, . . . , q,,_, and those in blocks w~,~, . . . , w~,~+, should be 
0’s. If this is not the case, then M’ outputs w. and stops. 
Let u = a,,, . . . ao,m_l. It should be obvious from our definition of @ and !?’ that 
w = @( IU) = @(V(u)), provided u ti G(H). Thus, M’ outputs u if the condition is 
satisfied (it can check it, as in (i), in O(log 1~1) space); otherwise it outputs w. and 
stops. 
Let g : (0, I}* + (0, 1)" be the function computed by M’. Let L G (0, 1)" - G(H) 
and take w in @(Y(L)). By the description of M’, g(w) = u, where u E @(H) and 
@( q(u)) = w. Since @ 0 Y is one-to-one over (0, l}* - G(H), we get u E L. Con- 
versely, if g(w) E L, then g(w) # w,, and then w = @( V(g(w))), whence w E 
@(p(L)). This proves @o p(L) < log L, and completes the proof of Proposition 
2.6. 0 
. Now let Lc L(K), for some K. We say that a complexity class C 
represents L with respect o the codings @k,rr iE the following conditions hold for 
all kEN. 
and aka( V) E C, then there is an Q! E L, wi 
e class C is said to represent iff it represents {
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ite i tions 
efinition. Let S : N + N be a function. An S( n)-Auxiliary Push-Down 
Automaton, S(n)-APDA (cf. [g]), is a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine 
with a finite number of S( n)-bounded tapes and one push-down store. A determinis- 
tic S(n)-APDA is denoted S(n)-DAPDA. 
The following result, due to Cook [3], will be used later. 
3.2. Theorem. Let L c (0, l}“, and let S(n) 2 log n. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) L E IJ {DTIME( c’(“)) : c > 0); 
(ii) L is accepted by an S( n)-APDA; 
(iii) 1. is accepted by an S(n)- DAPDA, which halts for any input. 
3.3. Proposition. For every signature o and for every k E IV, 
(i) tPko(speck(FDS,)) c PRIME; 
(ii) &(spec,JFDA,)) G PSPACE. 
Proof. (i): Let SE FDS be of arity 6 In To prove that L = !&,(speck(S)) is in FTIME, 
it suffices (by Theorem 3.2) to construct a log n-APDA (we denote it M) that 
recognizes L. For any given w E (0, l}*, the automaton checks whether w E @$a( &J 
or not. This can be done since G&&J is in PTIME. If w B @&Y,+,), then M 
rejects w. Otherwise w is a code, say w = @,&A, a). In this case M simulates the 
behaviour of S in (A, a) and stops if and only if (A, a) I= Halt(S). At any stage of 
the simulation, the current values of the variables in Var(S) are represented in a 
distinguished work tape of M, by their binary expansions of length [log m 1, where 
m is the cardinality of A. The content of the stack is represented in a similar way 
by the stack of M. It should be clear that any step of the computation of S can be 
simulated by changing the contents of the distinguished work tape and the stack of 
AN. Since S has a finite number of variables, the space needed for tht simulation is 
O( [log n-2 l?* 
(ii): The proof is similar to that of (i). The main difference is that a Turing 
machine must simulate the behaviour of a program with arrays. An m X m X l l l X 
m-array (1 times) has m’ coordinates, and we use [log m 1 m’ tape cells to represent 
it. Thus, the resulting Turing machine is polynomially space-bounded. Cl 
The next result is a sort of converse to Proposition 3.3. 
3. Let u be an arbitrary signature, and let k E N. Let V C_ C be any 
set of interpretations. 
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(i) If&.,( V) E PTIME, then there exists an SE DFDS, such that arity(S) = k and, 
for every (A, a) E H,, with card(A) > 1, 
(A, 4 b (S)(zl = z2) iff (A, a) E V; 
(A, 4 t= (S)(zl# ~2) ifl (A, a) g V. 
(ii) If @&_,( V) E &PACE, then there exists an S E DFDA, satisfying the properties 
of (i) above. 
Proof. (i): Let L = &,( V). By Theorem 3.2, there exists a log n-DAPDA, denoted 
M, which recognizes L and halts for every input. We construct a program scheme 
SE DFDS, to simulate M. 
For any w E G&H&), say w *(A, a), the computation of our program 
scheme S in (A, a) will simulate the aviour of M for input word w. If M rejects 
w, then S will assign two distinct va to zl, z2; otherwise it will assign one value 
to both variables. The simulation w s as follows. (Assume for simplicity, that M 
has one work tape only.) 
Since 1 WI is polynomial in m, the dinality of A, we can assume that the work 
tape of M is “divided” into I parts, each of length [log ml. Any part can be viewed 
as a binary expansion of an element of A-thus, the content of the tape can be 
represented in the program by I individual variables. To encode the position of the 
input tape head, we use another 2.tuple of program variables (“counters” ranging 
over{O,l,..., m - 1)). In a similar way we represent the position of the work tape 
head. The stack of M is simulated by the stack of S. 
To simulate a move of M, S computes the arguments of transition function 6, 
and then changes the values of variables representing the configuration of M, 
according to the value of 6. For this purpose, S uses “bounded counters” ranging 
over{O,l,..., m - l}, with the program NEXTk (see Proposition 1.16) standing for 
the successor operation. The details are left to the reader. 
(ii): There exists a polynomial space-bounded Turing machine M that recognizes 
@k,(V). We proceed as in (i), using an array to represent he content of the work 
tape. Cl 
For every a, the class IME (PSPACE) represents both FDS, and 
and DFDAcr). 
roof. It suffices to show that (2) in Definition 2.7 holds. Let S be a program 
provided by Proposition 3.4. For a! we take Halt(Q), where Q is: 
se abort fi. 0 
The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.5. 
For every signature CT, 
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efinition. Let S and Q be program schemes in FDCAS,, for a given signature 
CY: Let k = arity(S). Q is said to decide the halting problem for S ifI, for every 
( ii, P) E Hk, with card(A) > 1, 
where zl, z2 are certain variables in X. 
3.8. Corollary. Let a be an arbitrary signature. For every S E IT.&- (FDA,) there 
exists an Q E DFDS, (DFDA,) such that Q decides the halting problem for S. 
Proof. This immediately follows from Proposition 3.3 and 3.4. q 
4. Main results 
4.1. Definition. Let u be an arbitrary signature and let k E N, k > 0. Then 
one@,,..., qJ is a conjunction of all formulas of the following kinds: 
XP=Xj 
x1 = f( Xl, . . . , x,) for all function symbols f in 0. 
It is easy to see that, for any a-structure A and any u E Ak, 
(A,a)I=one(x,,..., xk) iff the subalgebra generated in A 
bYb 1, . . . , ak} is one-element 
4.2. Theorem. For every signature o, 
(i) DFDS, G DFDA,; 
(ii) FDS, < FDA,. 
Proof. Let SE (D)FDS, and let k = a&y(S). Assume that Var(S) C_ {x1,. . . , xm}. 
We construct a program scheme Q E (D)FDA, which correctly simulates S in all 
interpretations. 
In order to do this we first define a program scheme Q1 E (D)FDA, simulating S 
in infinite interpretations. Q1 uses a unary function variable STACK to represent 
the contents of the push-down store of the program S. A special individual variable 
TOP indicates the top of the stack, i.e., STACK(TOP) is the value that is preserved 
on the top of the stack. 
At the beginning, Q1 executes TOP .- l - x1 .Any instruction push( Xi) is then simulated 
bY 
z :=&+I ; x/&l*- --TOP ; NEXTk ; TOP:= x~+) ; x~+~ := z; 
STACK(TOP) := Xi, 
where z g Var( S). 
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To simulate xi := pop, we need a subroutine TOP:= PRED, that finds the value 
preceding the content of TOP in the natural chain of the input. The construction 
of TOP:= PRED is left to the reader. Then, Xi := pop is simulated by 
xi := STACK(TOP) ; TOP:= PRED. 
Q1 correctly simulates S, provided the content of x k+l is changed by each execution 
one can easily change Q1 in order to indicate any failure. A 
aves as Q1 but, in case of xk-r-1 being unchanged by NEXT, 
Qi stops with two different values assigned to the special auxiliary variables zl and 
z2. (Assume 5rr the moment hat Q: is able to reduce two different values.) In 
case of a successful simulation, Qi assigns equal values to zl, z2. 
Let SI E (D)FDS, be the following program scheme: 
S;ifx,=x**,A”‘Axm= x~,~ then dummy eke abort fi. 
Observe that 
+Halt(&) - (S)(x, -J x~+~ h l l l x x, = x2,), 
i.e., S, terminates for input a, b iff S terminates for input Q with output b. By 
Proposition 3.3, Corollary 3.6 and Definition 3.7, we have spec(FDS,) c 
(DFDA,); thus, there exists a Q2 E DFDA, such that spec2,J Q2) = spec2,JS,). 
Now let Q3 E DFDA, decide the halting problem for Q2. At last we de&be the 
program scheme Q of arity k It acts as follows: 
First it checks if the subalgebra generated by the input is one-element by executing 
the test “one@, . . . , xk)“. If so, then it terminates or not, according to whether S 
terminates or not over a one-element structure. Otherwise it runs Qi (if Q: diverges, 
then so does S) and checks afterwards if z1 = 2, (i.e., if the simulation was successful). 
In case of z1 = z2, it stops; else it generates all m-tuples of elements in the subalgebra 
generated by the input. (At this stage of computation it follows that the subalgebra 
is finite and Q uses the program NEXTk.) For every m-tuple assigned to 
X m+l9**-9 X2m, Q checks if Q2 terminates, i.e., executes Q3 and checks if z1 = z2. It 
stops as soon as such an m-tuple is found, and diverges otherwise. It should easily 
follow that Q simulates S correctly in all interpretations. 0 
The next result shows that nondeterminism does not increase the expressive power 
of logics baRed on DFDS- and DFDA-programs. 
3. For every signature a, 
(i) L( DFDS,] = L( FDS,); 
(ii) L(DFDA,) = L(FDA,). 
We prove (i) only. The proof of (ii) being similar is omitted. Let SE FJX,, 
alt( S) is expressible in L( DF S,). Then (i) will follow from Corollary 
1.14. 
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By Theorem 1.10, there exists an S, E DFDCS, such that 
bHalt(S) f-) Halt(&). 
Let Jc = achy and let FINk E DFDS, be a program scheme satisfying the condi- 
tions in Corollary 1.1% One can construct a program scheme Q1 e DFDS,, which 
simulates S,, by simulating its counters with help of variables ranging over the 
natural chain of the input. The successor operator is performed by applying the 
program NEXTk. 
If the subalgebra generated by the contents of x1,. . . , xk is infinite, then the 
natural chain is also infinite. Thus, Q1 simulates S, faithfully. Now, let Qz E DFDS, 
be such tbz+ k( Qz) = $~~(S) (cf. Corollary 3.6). It is easy to check that 
FHakt( S) ++ (( Halt( FINk) -, Halt( Q2)) 
A (lHalt( FIN,) + Halt( Q1))). 0 
The following result shoiws that comparing computational powers of the classes 
FDS vs. FDA is as difficult as compa.~ng expressive powers of logics based on these 
classes, and both problems are reducible to comparing the halting problems of 
programs from these classes over finite interpretations. 
&A. Proposition. For every sigtiature a, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(3 sp=W)FD%J = spMWDAA 
(ii) (D)FDS,=(D)FDA,; 
(iii) ~((D)FDS~) = ~((D~FDA~~. 
Roof. (i) + (ii): Assume that spec(( D)FDS,) = spec((D)FDA,). By Theorem 4.2, it 
is enough to prove (D)FDA, - \ =‘D)FDS,. Let SE (D)FDAU, and let R = (D)FDCS, 
be a program scheme which correctly simulates S in all interpretations. As in the 
proof of Theorem 4.3, we construct a program scheme QI E (D)FDS,, simulating 
R with the help of the program NEXTk (k = a~ty~S)~~ Then improve Q1 to obtain 
Qi which stops when it discovers that it has not enough values for counters. As in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2, we assume that the contents of vafiables z1 9 22 indicate 
whether the simulation is correct. A program scheme Q E (D)FDS, correctly simulat- 
ing S in all interpretations can thus be obtained from Qi by a construction similar 
to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) 3 (iii): This is an obvious consequence of Proposition 1.9. 
(iii)+(i): If MIDST) = ~((D)FDA~~, then the spectra of both logics are 
equal. Thus, it is enough to prove that 
ec((D)F~S~) = s ec( L((D)FDS,)), 
and 
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From left to right the inclusions are obvious. We prove 2 for the class FDS (the 
proof for FDA is similar). For any formula LY in L((D)FDS,), we construct, by 
induction, a program scheme S* E (D)FDS,, satisfying s k(Sr) =s &x) for all 
k E fV. Observe that, by Proposition 1.13, we can assume that the construct ( ) occurs 
in cy only in subformulas of the form Halt(S) for S E (D)FDS,. 
(1) If CL! is an open formula of predicate calculus, then S, is 
en dummy else abort f;. 
(2) If (r! has the form Halt(S), then S, = S. 
(3) Let Q be l/9 and let 0 E DFDS, decide the halting problem for SB. Then S, 
can be defined as 
if one(x) then R 
else Q; if zl = z2 then Jbort else dummy fi fi, 
where R is the program if (9 then abort else dummy fi, and Q is an open formula 
such that 1 l= Malt(S) ~9 9p for all one-element interpretations I.
(4) Let a! have the fonzi /3 v y. We can choose S, as SB or S,,. This gives a 
nondeterministic program scheme, but Corollary 3.6 guarantees that a deterministic 
one does exist. 
(5) At last, let ar be 3x8, with arity( /3) = n. Let Q E DFDS, decide the halting 
problem for Sa. Then S, is 
if one(x) then R’ else Xi := x1 ; Q ; x~+~ := x1 ; 
while ~1 f ~2 do NEXTI, ;xi := xn+l ; Q d it, 
where R’ is the program: if Q then dummy eke abort fi, and Q is defined as in (3) 
above. 0 
3. eorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) PTME=~?SEWE; 
(ii) for every signature q s (( D)FDS,) = spec( (D)FDA,); 
(iii) for every signature 27, ( DS, = (D)FDA,; 
(iv) .for every signature a, L((D)FDS,) = L( (D)FDA,); 
(v) there is a rich signature o with (D)F 
(vi) there is a rich signature CT with t((D 
roof. The implications (ii) + (iii) + (iv) + (ii) and the equivalence (4 @ (vi) 
im:.,ediately follow from Proposition 4.4; (i) + (ii) foilows from Corollary 3.5, and 
(ii) + (v) is obvious. ains to prove (v) -P (i). 
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Let LE &PACE, and assume (v). Let L, = L n G+,J H,,,) and 2=L_L_* Since 
@,,,(H& E DspAcu(log n), we have L,, L+ PACE. For i=l,2. v;-= 
qI,tr( Li) s K1,cr* From the definition of !&,W we Rat z L, = d&( V,), a from 
Proposition 2.6, @,,,( V,) s log Lz. Thus, @,,,( V,), @l,o ( V,) are in PSPACE. By Corol- 
lary 3.5, there are S, , S2 E DFDA, with & = s ee,( Si: for i = I, 2. &oposition 3.3 
together with our assumption (v), then imply 
Qy,.J VA @**CA v,)E I+ME* 
But L, = @*J V,) and (again by Proposition 2.ii) 
Thus L1, L2 F RIME and therefore L E PRIME. 0 
. Poor signature revised 
In this section we shall give a difierent coding of InterpretaCons in HkC for a 
poor signature C. Recall that o is poor ifI it contains no relation symbols and has 
only one function symbol of positive a&y--a unary function symbol. 
5.1. Definition. Let k E N and let a be a signature (fi, . . . ,J,, g), where the fi’s are 
constant symbols and g is a unary function symbol. Assume that p i- k > 0 (otherwise 
&=0). Let (A,@&, A=(O,l,...,m-1). For Is%p+S let 
bi = 
ifisk 
f i-kA if k< +p+k, 
where &, is the interpretation of in A. 
For 1 s i, j s p + S let nia be the least pair order) of nonnep-tive 
integers ( kl, kJ g’l(bi) = If a not exist, we put 
k, = k2 = m - I. 
For 1 s i sp -t= k, let mi be the least pair k2), 
g ‘1+‘2+‘( gkl( It should be clear that niJ 
and mi are between 0 and rn - 1. 
Let &,(A, a) E (0, l}* be a word which results from the sequence of vectors: 
m - 1, nl,, , n1.2, . . . , nl,p+.k9 nt.1, . . . , n2,p+k9 . = I 9 n,q+k,p+k ml 9 l . l Y mP+kV 
where all components are written in binary with the same length [log m 1. 
The reader can easily check that the mapping &,: U + (0, l}* defined above 
is one-to-one. Another important prope 1s that it assigns “short” codes to 
interpretations. For an interpretation I E U, the length IZ&( I)1 is O(log m), where 
m is the number of elements in I. 
Tn a way similar to Proposition 2.6, one can now prccde the following result. 
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position. For every k E N and for every poor a, E&( 
efinition. Let ET stand for U {DTIME(C”) : c > O}, and let ES stand for 
U {DSPACE c” : c > 0). 
Using essentially the same methods as in Section 3, one proves the following 
result (the notion of “representing w.r.t. X,$’ is an obvious analogue to that 
introduced in Definition 2.7). 
. Proposition. For every poor signature a, the class ET (ES) does represent both 
FDS, and DFDS, (FDA,, and DFDA,) with respect to &,. 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section. 
5.5. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ET= ES; 
(ii) for every poor a, (D)FDS, = (D)FDA,; 
(iii) there exists a poor a such that (D)FDS, = (D)FDA,. 
emark. By Proposition 4.4, the statement “( D)FDS, = (D)FDA,” can be replaced 
in (ii), as well as in (iii), by: “L(( D)FDS,) = L(( D)FDA,)“. 
(outline). (i) + (ii) immediately follows from Propositions 4.4, 5.4, and 5.5, 
whereas (ii) + (iii) is obvious. In order to prove (iii) + (i), the reader can easily 
define a mapping @ka :(0, 1)” + I&, satisfying (cf. Proposition 2.6) the following 
conditions: 
(a) for all w E (0, I}* - &,( Hk,), @,J w) has 21w1 elements; 
(b) &, 0 Ekrr = id,_; 
(c) for any Lc, {O; 1)” - &( Hk,), L slin E’kU 0 @k,(L) <iin L, where <Iin 
denotes reducibility in linear space (by an n-transducer, i.e., an off-line, n-space 
bounded Turing machine, with one-way, write-only output tape). 
Thus, the proof becomes an obvious adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.5. Cl 
have proved that eve instance of the question; “are arrays better than one 
stack?’ leads to an o t is interesting to see how 
far we can get with the methods presented in this papel when applied to other 
classes of program schemes. We will discuss it for the class of flow-diagrams. 
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6.1. Flow-diagrams versus recursive procedures 
One may easily prove that, for poor o, (deterministic) flow-diagrams are represen- 
ted by NSPACE(R) (DSPACE(I~)) with respect o &@. Thus, for all poor a, 
(1) FD,=FDS, iff NSPACE( n) = ET, 
(2) DFD, = DFDS, iff DSPACE( n) = ET. 
The conditions in (2) appear to be equivalent o L(DFD,) = L(DFDS,) since 
spec( DFD,) = spec( L( DFD,)) may be proved. However, our proof fails in the case 
of nondeterministic flow-diagrams because the problem of complementation for 
NspAcE( n)-(context-sensitive)-sets is still open.’ 
6.2. Flow-diagrams over rich signatures 
For rich signatures, flow-diagrams are (in general) not able to compute natural 
chains. However, if c consists of one unary operation symbol and at least one 
relation symbol, then u becomes rich, and an analogy to Proposition 1.16 can be 
proved for FD,. Thus, our methods apply to flow-diagrams over such a signature. 
The class FDo is represented by NspAcE(log n)-sets with respect o @-codings, 
which provides results analogous to those in Subsection 6.1. Namely, we have (for 
u as above) 
(3) DFD, = DFDS, ifI L(DFD,) = L(DFDS,) 
iff DSPACE(lOg n) = PTIME; 
(4) FD, = FDS, iff NSPACE(lOg n) = FTIME. 
For all other rich a, it is known that DFD, < DFDS, (cf. Section 1) and that 
L(DFD,) c L(DFDS,), see 112,151. Also, FD, < FDS, and L(FD,) < L(FDS,), 
provided c contains at least one function symbol of arity at %W 2 [ 121. It is still 
open whether the last two inequalities hold in the remaining case of several unary 
operations. 
6.3. The role of nondeterminism forjlow-diagrams 
Let u be a poor signature. Since FD, is represented by NsPAcE(n) w.r.t. zk,- 
codings, we may prove that (for any poor u) 
L(DFD,) = L( FD,) 8 DsPACE( n) = NsPACE( n). 
(Observe that it is not necessary here to know whether NSPACE( n) does represent 
L(FD,) or not.) 
Simila.rly, if CT is an extension of a poor signature by some number of relation 
symbol:; (but at least one), then 
L(DFD,) = L(F log n) = NSPACE(log n). 
For all other signatures, we have L( )w CT 9 is an easy corollary 
to Theorem I. 1 I. 
’ After revision of this paper, this problem has been solved positively by N. Immerman. 
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6.4. How-diagrams versus arrays 
If we apply the same methods to compare the expressive powers of L(FD) with 
L(FDA), then, with the help of the deterministic space hierarchy theory [S] and 
Savitch square-space reduction theorem, we shall obtain that, for the signatures 
discussed above, L( FD,) < L( FDA,). Since FDS, s FDA,, we have (by the remark 
at the end of Subsection 6.2) that L(FD,) < L(FDA,) and FD, < FDA, holds for 
all signatures, except possibly the case of several unary operations. By a similar 
argument i  follows that DFD, C DFDA, and L(DF@,) C L( DFDA,) for all CT. 
Appendix A. Semantics of program schemes 
A.1. Definition (Flow-diagrams). 
Let A be a a-structure, and let S E FD,. The input/output relation defined by S 
in A, is a binary relation SA C_ AX x AX, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Pf S = “Xi :=f(xi, 9 . . . . , Xi”)“, then (v, v’) E SA iff 
v,(x) l l l 9 4X,)) Xx = Xi ; 
otherwise. 
(2) If S = “xi := Xj”, then ( V, v’) E SA iff 
v)(x) = 
V(Xj) if x = Xi; 
v(x) otherwise. 
(3) dummyA=((v,v):v~AX}. 
(4) abortA = 0. 
(5) (S,; S,)A=S+Sf=((v, v’):3v’kAX((v, v”)&&(v”, v’)&)}. 
(6) If S has the form if cy then S, else S, fi, then (v, v’) E SA iff either (A, v) I= cu 
and (v, v’) E St, or (A, v) I= la and (v, v’) E St. 
(7) If S is while cy do S, od, then (v, v’) E SA iff there exists an n E N such that 
(v, v’)E(Q”)~ and (A, v’)l= -NV, where Q is the program scheme if a! then S1 
else dummy fi, and Q” denotes n-fold composition of Q with itself. 
(8) (S, or sz)A= s;v s,“. 
It is easy to prove that, for every SE DFD, and for every a-structure A, SA is a 
partial function. 
2. ition (How-diagrams with counters). The meaning of a program S E FIX,-, 
in a ~-structure A is a binary relation SA r (Ax x NC) x (AX x NC), defined in a 
similar way as for FD-programs (C stands for the set of all counters). For v, V’E AX, 
we use the following abbreviation: “(v, v’) E SA” stands for the statement “there 
exists a v, E NC such that ((v, zero), (v’, tr,)) E SA”, where zero E NC is a function 
constantly equal to zero. This reflects our assumption that, at the beginning of any 
computation of S, all counters are initially set to zero. Counters are used in 
flow-diagrams in order to enrich the control of a program. n this way, for SE F 
and ay be viewed as an input/output binary relation in 
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A.3. Defhitiorm (Flow-diagrams with one stack). me semantics for programs in FDS, 
in a a-structure A can obviously be defined as a binary relation in the set AX x A*, 
where A* is the set of all finite words over A. A word in A* represents a contents 
of the stack (first symbol of the word is the top value of the stack, etc.). Since the 
push-down store has to be used as an auxiliary space, we are only interested in 
Ax-part of input/output relations of programs in FDS. For S E FDS,, a a-structure 
A, and valuations v, v’ E AX, “(v, v’) E S*” stands for “there exists a w E A* such 
that ((v, A), (v, w)) E S*“, where h E A* is the empty word. 
A.4. Definition (Flow-diagrams with arrays). For n > 0 and any set A, let PF(A”, A) 
denote the set of all finite partial functions from A” into A. Let A be a c-structure, 
and SE FDA,. The meaning of S in A is a binary relation S* in the set AX x 
n {PF(A”, A)% l statements; the reader can easily 
complete the definition as in Definition A.1. 
(1) If S is “Xi := qJ(Xi, p . . . , Xi,!)“, and 
((v, v~),(v’, v~))EA~ xfl{PF(A”,A)‘b1>0}, 
then ((v, v~), (v’, &))E S* iff vF = vk, and 
W(Qy(V(xil), 0 l l 9 v(xin))) 
v’(x) = if x = Xi and (~(xi,), . . . , v(xi,)) E Dom(v&$)); 
v(x) otherwise. 
(2) If S has the form “Qy(Xi, 9 . . . , Xi,,) := Xi”, then ((v, I.+), (V’, &)) E S* iff 2~ = 0’ 
and 
b+(Q;) -{(al ). . l 9 a,+,) :al = V(Xi,), . .. 9 a, = V(Xi,), a,,+, E 4) 
VF(Q) = U {(v(xi,), l l 9 9 V(Xi,, ), V(Xi))) if Q = QJ; 
VF(Q) otherwise. 
Similarly to the previous definitions, for S E FDA,, a a-strurture A, and v, V’E AX, 
“(v, v’) E SA” is an abbreviation of ‘“there xists a vF E n {PF(A”, A)5 : n > 0) such 
that ((v, empty), (v’, v~)) E S*“, where empty(q) = 0 for Q = U {F, : n > 0}, i.e., we 
assume that all arrays are initially empty. 
Free variables 
We first define inductively the set of all free variables of a given program scheme 
SE FDCSA. 
- Free(xi :=f(Xi,, . . . , Xi”)) = {Xi,, . . . , Xi,,}. 
- Free(xi := xi) = {Xi}. 
- Freecdummy) = Free( abort) = 0. 
- Free( ci := 9) = Free( ci :=~+l)=Free(ci := 0) = Free( ci = 0) = 0. 
- Free(push(xi)) = {xi}. 
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- Free( xi := POP) = 8. 
- Free(xi :=cpj”(xi,,...,Xin))={Xi,,...,Xi.}. 
- Free(qy(Xi ,,..., Xi”):=Xi)={Xi)Xj,,...,Xii,,). 
- Free( S, ; S,) = Free( S,) u (Free( S,) - Var( S,)). 
- Free(if a then S1 else S2 fi) = Var(cw) u Free(&) u Free(&). 
- Free(while a! do S od) = Var(ru) u Free(S). 
- Free( S1 or S,) = Free( S,) u Free( S,). 
Next we define the set of free variables of a given a! E L(FDCSA): 
- Free( t = t’) = Var( t = t’). 
- Free( r( tl , . . . , t,)) = Var( r( tl , . . . , t,)). 
- Free(lar) = Free(a). 
- Free(a v /3) = Free(a) u Free(p). 
- Free((S)ar) = Free(S) u Free( u). 
- Free( 3xcy) = Free(a) - {x}. 
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